# Product/Process Change Notification

## Polymer Electrolytic Surface Mount Capacitors Operation Flexibility

**Date:** Mar 1st, 2018

**ID Number (MMDDYY):** PCN030118-UMQ

### Affected Products

KEMET Electronics Corporation announces full flexibility of manufacturing operations for Polymer Commercial Grade Capacitors between the two qualified manufacturing locations:

- KEMET, South Carolina - USA
- KEMET, Suzhou - China.

### Change

Tantalum Polymer SMD Commercial Grade Series capacitors will be manufactured and shipped from either of the two qualified manufacturing locations.

### Justification and Benefits

Implementation of full flexibility between both manufacturing locations will help to ensure the shortest delivery times and optimal output of Polymer Series with no impact to quality or performance.

The shipment from the two qualified manufacturing locations will have no impact in form, fit, and function of our Polymer SMD Commercial Grade Capacitors. The part number is not changing.

### Effective Date and Identification

KEMET will start sourcing production shipments from both locations by June 1, 2018.

Component manufacturing locations can be distinguished by the Country of Origin (COO) marked on the reel labels and on the shipment box label.

### For General Information Contact

Ursula Quezada
Technical Marketing & PCN Coordinator
Ph: +1 (956) 548 7308
ursulaquezada@kemet.com

---

**KEMET Electronics Corporation Business Confidential:**

This notification is Business Confidential and should not be reproduced, copied or given to a third party without the express written permission of KEMET Electronics Corporation.